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Summary 

We describe the 2X1IB CTR facility at LLL, with 
emphasis en the engineering aspects of recent 
modifications. The current version of the 2X series of 
magnetic confinement experiments has been operating 
since the fall of 1974. The 2X1IB relies on pulsed-
mirror coils to trap axially-injected lov-energy ions. 
Subsequent heating of the Ions Is accomplished by 
energizing additional nlrror colls to coapress the 
plasma. Experiments prior to 2XIIB demonstrated 
plasma trapping and confinement in the pulsed mode. 
The new feature of 2XIIB Is intense beans of electrically 
neutral atoms that heat the target plasma and sustain 
its classical losses. The principal goal of on-going 
experiments is to demonstrate scaling of the nr product 
with mean Ion energy via neutral beam Injection. This 
paper Is an overview of the engineering developments 
of the past two years and an introduction to more 
deLalled reports presented at this symposium. 

Introduction 

Early experiments1'•" 3 used simple, pulsed 
solenoids as Mirror pairs; some In a nulti-staged 
device for programmed plasma compression. Quadrupole 
stabilization1" s was later added, and eventually the 
Yin-Yang minimum-|B| geometry* , 7 , e' 9 was adopted. A 
principal feature of all the 2X devices has been the 
control of magnetic field lines to divert stray 
particles far from the plassa before colliding with 
the vacuum wall. 

In November, 1972, the ad hoc executive panel 
on open magnetic systems recommended s series of 
modifications to 2XII leading to the use of neutral 
beam injectors. This device, called 2XIIB, is shown 
in Fig. 1, The initial step In this program required 
the construction of a new nagnet system and high 
vacuua chamber. During this construe;ion, the decision 
was made to proceed with the injector system as part 
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Fig. 1. 2XIIB magnetic confinement experiment. 
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Fig. 2. Yin^yang compression magnet pair with feed 
rings. 

of the same program. A complete review of the 
engineering tasks to this period was presented at the 
last CTR engineering symposium,10 

Description of 2XIIB 

The pulsed nagnet set and cjpacitive storage 
system have been described.12 * 3 2 The nagnet systea 
consists of a series of solenoids for guiding the 
target plasma, two pulsed-gate coils for plasma 
trapping, and a modified yin-yang13 pair for plasma 
compression. The compression coil geometry is shown 
in Fig. 2. The large rings collect current from coax 
cables and channel it to the magnet leads. Each of 
the two windings is wound in a 2-1/2 turn, <+-filar 
pattern of 20-cim square, hollow copper-conducter in 
a single layer. The design level is nominally 
± 15 kV or ± 30 kV, depending on the capacitor bank 
arrangement. This corresponds to a 6-kG central 
field with 10 A-turns. The norcal operating level 
of the coil 19 t 12 kV, which produces a central 
field of 4.8 kC and 12 kG at the =irror. Superin-
posing the solenoid guide field (2 kG) yields a 
central field of 6.8 kG and a net mirror field of 
14 kG. 

The gate magnets are fabricated from the same 
conductor. One is a single-turn coll and the other a 
1/4-turn coll. All of the pulse colls are insulated 
with Dacron* sleeving impregnated with epoxy resin. 
The structure that surrounds the coil is glass-fabric-
reieforced epoxy resin. The gate coils, compression 
magneta, and current collector rings (feed rings) form 
an integral unit, shown in Fig. 3. 

Reference to a company or product name does not 
imply approval or recommendation of the product by the 
University of California or the U.S. Energy Research 
and Development Administration to the exclusion of 
others that may be suitable. 

The central vacuum chamber £ atures a udque 
design1" developed in the 2X11 system. The requirements 

-9 of the vacuum chamber are that It sustain x 10 Torr, 
provide a clean surface for titanium deposition, be 
electrically nonconducting, and physically conform to 
the shape of the plasma to minimize particle inter
ception. The vacuum wall is constructed with flat 
ceramic panels bonded on the edges with RTV silicone 
Rubber. The ceramic is actually a two-phase (glass/ 
Ceramic) material commonly used In the building 
industry. This ceranic chamber is surrounded with a 
Structural frani; of similar panels of glass-reinforced 
epoxy, shown ir Fig. 4. This over-structure supports 
tts own weight plus that of the ceramic panels. It 
is water-cooled and contains numerous holes that 
transmit the guard vacuum to the ceramic, rel.eving 
the wall of atmospheric pressure. Installation of 
the vacuum chamber within the magnet cavity was a 
tedious job requiring great skill and patience. 

The pulse magnet set and high vacuum chamber are 
modifications of previous 2XII designs. The accomo
dation of neutral beam injectors required completely 
new and space-consuming additions to the facility, 
besides the injector modules, two large vacuum tanks 
Were installed on either side of the machine to 
provide the gas handling capacity necessary to operate 

Fig. 3. Completed pulse magnet sec. 

Fig, 4. Vacuum chamber over-structure. 



the sources. Almost all other available apace near 
the machine is occupied by the energy modules and power 
supplies lhat drive the neutral beam injectors, as 
shown in fig. j. 

We hive i total of twelve 50-4 Berkeley injector 
modules, six or each aide of the machine. They are 
located apnroxiautely 3,5 -u from the target plasma, 
mounted on a cylindrical sjrface that is part of a 
reentrant vessel within the larger source tanks. The 
neutralizer Ml'., of each injector is a simple rectangu
lar duct, which uses the ur-ionized gas flowing from 
the arc chamber as ILS gas source. The mechanical 
and electrical details of this system are described 
elsewhere.1 * 1 6 

The principal mechanical difficulty associated 
with the injectors is t*ie streaming and diffuse flow 
of gas released by the neutralizer. Because the 2X 
experiments are pulsed, we can use the dynamic 
capacity of the large source ranks as a ballast 
volume to keep pressure:! lo;;, Howe-, er, this technique 
is not practical for more than a few milliseconds 
because of the high flow-rate of gas from the injectors. 
ThJS, we also provide partitions to restrict the diffuse 
flow of gas toward the plasn.a. Each source tank is 
divided approximately in half by a large vertical 
panel containing six beam apertures. In Che smaller 
duct which connects the source tanks with the magnet 
cavity, are more apertures lor the same purpose. 

Each source tank contains numerous titanium wire 
evaporators designed ti' coat most of the inner surface 
of the tanks. The evaporators are long ("v 2.5 m) 
poles supporting six titanium/tantalum alloy wires. 
Numerous other fixtures are located throughout the 
system to provide a fresh coating of titanium on the 
vacuum wall before each :5hot. Essentially, all of 
the titanium getterir.g is performed at room cempera-

Dejlgn/CoTistruction Sequence 

Preliminary design of 2XIIB began in November, 
1972. A proposal was issued in February, 1973, which 
included a new pulse-magnet set and ceramic high-
vacuum chamber. Although the addition of Intense 
neutral beam sources WE,!, not a part of this proposal, 
the design of the tnagmit and vacuum chamber were geared 
to the future installation of neutral beam injectors. 
The 2XIIB proposal was reviewed and approved during 
April, 1973 and the plan called for a twelve month 
construction period beginning in July, 1973. 

During the summer of 1973, the DCTR authorized 
additional funds to accelerate the implementation of 
neutral beam injectors on 2X. This was to be accom
plished during the saire construction period as the 
magnet and vacuum chamber. Because the fabrication 
of injector module conponents, vacuum vessels to 
house the sources, and associated vacuum components 
could proceed simultaneously with on-site construction, 
we were targeting for the original deadline (July 1974) 
for completion of construction with the magnet, vacuum 
chamber, and injector system. 

This schedule proved to be unrealistic, however. 
It assumed that all of the components could be fab
ricated by the early spring of 1974, with sufficient 
time for assembly and testing by July. Although some 
parta arrived on time, most orders were several months 
late. In some instances, outside contracts were broken 
and the fabrications were performed in-house. Never
theless , enough parts were available before July to 
assemble two injector nodules for debugging and grid 
break-in on a remote test stand. The two large vacuum 

Fig. 5. 2X11B experimental area. 

tanks housing the injector modules were installed by 
July, and assembly began for the internal gas baffleB, 
diffusion pumps and plumbing, and the titanium getter 
wire fixtures. The individual injector modules were 
moved to the 2X area arter they were debugged on the 
test stand and the break-in procedure completed. 
Many months of troubleshooting followed before meaning
ful physics experiments could be conducted. The first 
experimental run was. performed in January, 1975, still 
hampered, however, with poor system reliability. 
Figure 6 summarizes the design/construction sequence. 

Operational Problems 

Many problems were encountered during initial 
operations of the machine. Host of these difficulties 
were normal, expected bugs that required time to 
identify and correct. We did have some unexpected 
problems, however. 

During the initial magnet tests, we observed 
considerable movement in the large feed rings 
connected to the compression magnets. The deflections 
were caused by coupling effects between the rings and 
nearest guide field solenoid, completely unrelated 
to the pulse coils. The guide field solenoids are 
actually long pulse magnets having a tine constant 
of about 0.6 s. With a coupling coefficient of 0.65 
between the ring and coil, considerable currents were 
being induced in the ring. This effect was not 
anticipated. Our main concern was that continual 
flexing of the ring would degrade its insulation and 
eventually cause electrical breakdown. This would not 
be fatal to the coll, but repair would entail consider
able down-time. We stiffened both the feed rings and 
the solenoid magnets to better withstand the forces, 
but eventually had to alter the circuit time constant 
to reduce the deformations. 

A major problem was poor reliability of the 
tifcnlum evaporator units, particularly the newer 
designs. These units operate with l/fl-in.-diar.eter 
titanium-tantalum alloy wire in lengths of about 2.5 m. 
Suspecting impurities or gross variations in wire 
composition, i:e began a small testing program to sample 
our alloy. W e observed unusual distortions of the 
wire, and assumed the cause was related to non
uniform evaporation of the metal. We found no dis
crepancies that could explain the gross behavior, so 
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we next looked into the end conditions or. the wire. 
This was more iruitful, as we were able to simulate 
tht? behavior pi the long evaporator units i,iih short 
wire samples loaded in tension. In fact, cue 2,5-m 
•engths were marginally capable of supporting their 
A X weight- During norr.al operations, the getter 
vires are cycled continually, causing tieraendous 
tensile stresses. When the wire was on the cooling 
portion of the cycle, the Individual grains would 
slip. This made the vire bumpy in appearance, and 
ibe nonuniform cross section would quickly lead to 
hurn-out. 

There are several ways to relieve these stresses 
We elected to provide S bends in the long wires near 
one of the supports. This proved successful as getter 
lifetime increased considerably. (G. Vogtlin has under
taken a nore detailed study of our getterlng methods.) 

Future Plana 

Two major areas are currently being pursued. 
Toward the goal of m scaling with mean ion energy, *>e 
-ire constructing five 40-keV extractors 'o operate 
with existing ur: chambers. 

Several additions to the system are in the design 
or construction phase for extending thf time scale of 
experiments. These are: 

• the Installation of a flat-topping power supply 
for the compression coilg, 

• the addition of energy storage modules for 
extending the neutral bean on-eicw, and 

* the installation of liquid nitrogen c.-.>'.i.-d 
panels in the source tanks to allow crvo-
gettering. 
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